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Resistance Band Foot Exercises �1

Exercise 1 
Pointing with resistance band: ankle then toes.                                                     3 sets of 10"

Place resistance band on the ground and wrap it around bottom of foot and over top of toes."
Hold onto end and provide small resistance. "
Point ankle then toes, release toes then ankle. "

Exercise 2 
Pointing with resistance band: toes then ankle.                                                     3 sets of 10"

Place resistance band on the ground and wrap it around bottom of foot and over top of toes."
Hold onto end and provide small resistance. "
Point toes then ankle, release ankle then toes. "

Exercise 3 
Pointing just toes with resistance band.                                                                  3 sets of 10"

Place resistance band on the ground and wrap it around bottom of foot and over top of toes."
Hold onto end and provide small resistance. "
Keep ankle pointed, actively point and flex toes only. """""""
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Resistance Band Foot Exercises �2

Exercise 4 
Winging in: ankle flexed.                                                                                            3 sets of 10"

Wrap resistance band around inside of foot. Cross opposite leg over and step on resistance 
band."
Provide resistance, keep ankle flexed and wing in. "
Control ankle back to neutral position. "

Exercise 5 
Winging in: ankle pointed.                                                                                         3 sets of 10"

Wrap resistance band around inside of foot. Cross opposite leg over and step on resistance 
band."
Provide resistance, keep ankle pointed and wing in."
Control back to neutral position."
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Resistance Band Foot Exercises �3

Exercise 6 
Winging out: ankle flexed.                                                                                         3 sets of 10"

Wrap resistance band around outside of foot. Cross opposite leg over and step on 
resistance band."
Provide resistance and keep ankle flexed. "
Control back to neutral position. "

Exercise 7 
Winging out: ankle pointed.                                                                                       3 sets of 10"

Wrap resistance band around outside of foot. Cross opposite leg over and step on 
resistance band."
Provide resistance and keep ankle pointed. "
Control back to neutral position. "

Exercise 8 
Resistance band circles clockwise.                                                                          3 sets of 10"

Wrap resistance band around ball of foot and toes and provide resistance. "
Point and flex foot as you circle ankle in a clockwise motion."
Focus on full point at bottom of circle. """""
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Resistance Band Foot Exercises �4

Exercise 9 
Resistance band circles counter clockwise.                                                            3 sets of 10"

Wrap resistance band around ball of foot and toes and provide resistance. "
Point and flex foot as you circle ankle in a counter clockwise motion."
Focus on full point at bottom of circle. "

Exercise 10 
Soleus pumps.                                                                                                            3 sets of 10"

In a seated position, wrap resistance band around ball of foot. Make sure active foot is not 
touching the ground."
Point and flex ankle without pointing your toes."

Exercise 11 
Sitting, doming with resistance band.                                                                      3 sets of 10                                                                                      !

Position resistance band on the ground, place foot flat on resistance band and provide 
resistance at toe-end of resistance band. "
Flex toes and then press into ground. Do not curl your toes."
Lift arch up against resistance. "

"""
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Resistance Band Foot Exercises �5

Exercise 12 
Relevés with resistance band around ankles.                                                         3 sets of 10"

Standing parallel feet hip width apart, tighten resistance band around both ankles."
Rise to relevé.  "

Exercise 13 
3 way kicks flat footed.                                                              3 sets of 10 kicks each direction"

Standing parallel feet hip width apart, tighten resistance band around both ankles. Keep one 
leg still as you kick other foot forwards 10 times, to the side 10 times and to the back 10 
times. "
For added difficulty do the same turned out. "

Exercise 14 
3 way kicks on relevé.                                                                3 sets of 10 kicks each direction"

Standing parallel feet hip width apart, tighten resistance band around both ankles. Rise to 
relevé. Keep one leg still as you kick other foot forwards 10 times, to the side 10 times and 
to the back 10 times. "
For added difficulty do same turned out. """"""
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Resistance Band Foot Exercises �6

Exercise 15 
Relevés in the air with resistance band.                                                                   3 sets of 15"

Laying on back, lift one leg with the knee straight no higher than 90 degrees in the air and 
wrap resistance band around foot. "
Point against resistance, making your foot work against blood rushing out of foot. (This 
strengthens muscles against fatigue as they would with pointe work.)"

Exercise 16 
Around the world relevés.                                              5 times in each direction, 1 time around"

Tie resistance band around the leg of a table. Place one ankle inside the loop and stand 
parallel. "
Step back to create resistance. "
Plie and rise to a relevé 5 times. Make an eighth of a turn and repeat. Continue turning until 
you have made a full circle. "
Repeat on other leg. """"""""""
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Resistance Band Foot Exercises �7

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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Non Resistance Band Foot Exercises �8

Exercise 17 
Sitting doming.                                                                                                           3 sets of 10"

Sitting, place foot flat on floor. "
Flex toes and then press into ground. Do not curl the toes."
Lift arch up."

Exercise 18 
Doming, just big toe.                                                                                                  3 sets of 10"

Place foot flat on floor. "
Flex big toe and then press into ground. Do not curl the toes."
Lift arch up."

Exercise 19 
Towel Crunches.                                                                                                              10 times"

Place small towel on the ground and place foot on one end of towel."
Using toes, scrunch the towel. Be careful not to crunch your toes. Concentrate more on 
lifting from the arch, similar to doming."
Lengthen toes to grab more of the towel and repeat. "
Pull until the towel is completely scrunched.  "
Stretch towel out and repeat. ""
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Non Resistance Band Foot Exercises �9

Exercise 20 
Standing doming.                                                                                                       3 sets of 10"

Standing, place both feet flat on floor. "
Flex toes and then press into ground. Do not curl the toes."
Lift arch up. (Doming while standing makes your arch work in a more functional position by 
adding balance and weight bearing variables.)"

Exercise 21 
Parallel relevés.                                                                                                           3 sets of 10"

Stand parallel and rise heels up into relevé. "
Keep weight in between the second and third toes."

Exercise 22 
First position relevés.                                                                                                 3 sets of 10"

Stand in first position and rise heels up into relevé."
Keep weight in between the second and third toes."

Exercise 23 
Relevés up 2, down 1 parallel.                                                                                   2 sets of 10"

Stand parallel and rise heels up into relevé. "
Keep weight in between the second and third toes."
Lift one foot off ground and lower the other in a controlled manner. "
Repeat on opposite foot. "
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Non Resistance Band Foot Exercises �10

Exercise 24 
Relevé up 2, down 1 first position.                                                                            2 sets of 10"

Stand in first position and rise heels up into relevé. "
Keep weight in between the second and third toes."
Lift one foot off ground and lower the other in a controlled manner. "
Repeat on opposite foot. "

Exercise 25 
Single leg parallel relevés.                                                                                         3 sets of 10"

Standing parallel on one foot rise up to relevé. Keep weight in between second and third 
toe."

Exercise 26 
Single leg turned out relevés.                                                                                    3 sets of 10"

Standing in first position on one foot rise up to relevé. Keep weight in between second and 
third toe. """"""
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Non Resistance Band Foot Exercises �11

Exercise 27 
Tendú first position                                                                                                     2 sets of 10"

Standing in first position, push one foot out and point against the floor."
Return to first and repeat on the other side. "

Exercise 28 
Toe separation (abduction).                                                                                       3 sets of 10"

Sitting, spread toes."

""
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Non Resistance Band Foot Exercises �12

Exercise 29 
Toe squeezes (adduction).                                               2 sets of 10, hold each for 10 seconds "

Sitting, place toe separator between each toe."
Squeeze toes together."

Exercise 30 
Toe flexing.                                                                                                                  3 sets of 10"

Keep foot flat on the ground and lift toes up and down. "

Exercise 31 
Relevé walking.                                                                                                                    3 laps"

Standing parallel, rise to relevé."
Hold and walk approximately 11 yards (10 meters) and back. "
Increase distance for added difficulty."

Exercise 32 
Heel walking.                                                                                                                        3 laps"

Standing, flex feet so only heels are on the ground. "
Walk approximately 11 yards (10 meters) and back. "
Increase distance for added difficulty. "

Exercise 33 
Single leg relevé balance parallel.                                             5 times balance for 20 seconds"

Standing parallel, lift one leg to passé. "
Rise up to relevé on other foot. "
Try to hold relevé for up to 20 seconds. Increase time for added difficulty (max 90 seconds)."

Exercise 34 
Single leg relevé balance turnout.                                             5 times balance for 20 seconds"

Standing in first position, lift one leg to passé. "
Rise up to relevé on other foot. "
Try to hold relevé for up to 20 seconds. Increase time for added difficulty (max 90 seconds)."
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Non Resistance Band Foot Exercises �13

Exercise 35 
Eyes closed single leg relevé balance parallel.                        5 times balance for 20 seconds"

Standing parallel, lift one leg to passé. "
Rise up to relevé on other foot. "
Try to hold relevé for up to 20 seconds. Increase time for added difficulty (max 90 seconds). "

Exercise 36 
Eyes closed single leg relevé balance turnout.                        5 times balance for 20 seconds"

Standing in first position, lift one leg to passé. "
Rise up to relevé on other foot. "
Try to hold relevé for up to 20 seconds. Increase time for added difficulty (max 90 seconds). "

Exercise 37 
Pointing without resistance band.                                                                            3 sets of 15 "

Sitting, legs straight and parallel in front of you point and flex feet slowly."
Concentrate in rolling through feet. "

Exercise 38 
Relevés off a step.                                                                                                      3 sets of 10 "

Place ball of feet on edge of step and lower heel to a stretch. "
Rise to a relevé."
Do it with a single leg as added difficulty. "
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Non Resistance Band Foot Exercises �14

Exercise 39 
Swiss ball pointing.                                                                                                    2 sets of 10"

Sitting down, place foot on swiss ball and dome your foot. "
Begin to push ball away. As you push point your foot and stabilize ball."
Return to flexed position as you pull the ball back. "

Exercise 40 
Balance on unstable surface flat foot.                                      5 times, balance for 30 seconds"

Balance on one leg on flat foot for 30 seconds on an unstable surface, for example a 
cushion or a pillow. "
Do it turned out for added difficulty.  "

""
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Non Resistance Band Foot Exercises �15

Exercise 41 
Balance on unstable surface relevé.                                         5 times, balance for 30 seconds"

Balance on two legs on relevé for 30 seconds on an unstable surface, for example a 
cushion or a pillow. "
Do it turned out for added difficulty. "

Exercise 42 
Relevé squeezing ball.                                                                                                3 sets of 10"

Place a ball (tennis ball or small soccer ball) in between ankles."
Gently squeeze as you rise to relevé in parallel. "
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Non Resistance Band Foot Exercises �16

Exercise 43 
Toe isolation.                                                                                                                    10 times"

Sitting down, both feet flat on the ground, move one toe at a time and keep all other still. "

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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Reformer Foot Exercises �17

Exercise 44 
Walking parallel.                                                                                                    30 on each foot"

Place both balls of feet on the bar in parallel and straighten knees."
Relevé one foot up and bend the knee as you drop the other heel with the knee staying 
straight."
Switch and continue."

Exercise 45 
Walking in first position.                                                                                      30 on each foot"

Place both balls of feet on the bar in first position and straighten knees."
Relevé one foot up and bend the knee as you drop the other heel with the knee staying 
straight."
Switch and continue."

Exercise 46 
Doming pliés.                                                                                                                   25 times"

Place ball of foot on the bar and wrap toes around bar."
Hold this position as you plié and straighten your leg. """"
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Reformer Foot Exercises �18

Exercise 47 
Relevé parallel.                                                                                                            3 sets of 10"

Place both balls of feet on the bar parallel and rise to relevé."

Exercise 48 
Relevé first position.                                                                                                   3 sets of 10"

Place both balls of feet on the bar in first position and rise to relevé."

Exercise 49 
Forced arch relevé parallel.                                                                                            25 times"

Place both balls of feet on the bar parallel and rise to relevé."
Hold the relevé as you plié and straighten your leg."
Drop the heels and repeat. """""""""
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Reformer Foot Exercises �19

Exercise 50 
Single leg relevés.                                                                                                            25 times"

Place one foot on the bar parallel and rise to relevé. "
For added difficulty do it turned out."

Exercise 51 
Forced relevé pumps.                                                                                     10 sets of 5 pumps"

Place one foot on the bar parallel and rise to relevé."
Hold relevé as you do 5 quick demi-pliés."
Straighten knee and repeat for 3 sets."
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Reformer Foot Exercises �20

Exercise 52 
Forced arch relevé second position.                                                                        3 sets of 10"

Place feet in second position on the bar and rise to relevé."
Plié while still holding the relevé. "
Straighten knees focusing on back of legs and drop heels. "

Exercise 53 
Mini relevé first position plié.                                                                                    3 sets of 10"

Place feet in first position on the bar and rise to a small relevé (not your full relevé). "
Squeeze heels together and hold this foot position as you plié and straighten you legs. "
Continue to hold this foot position throughout the entire set. "

Exercise 54 
Plies parallel.                                                                                                               2 sets of 10"

Place heels on the bar and plié in parallel. Keep knee over second toe."

Exercise 55 
Plies in first position.                                                                                                  2 sets of 10"

Place feet in first position on the bar and plié. "
Keep heels on the bar. "
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Reformer Foot Exercises �21

Exercise 56 
Single leg pliés.                                                                                                           2 sets of 10"

Place one heel on the bar and plié."

Exercise 57 
Soleus pump.                                                                                                             3 sets of 10"

Standing on one side of the reformer facing the spring end, place ball of foot on the edge of 
carriage. "
Press carriage back with a bent knee under the bar. "
Pump the carriage back with your foot. "

"
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Stretch Program �22

Exercise 58 
Gastroc stretch.                                                                                         3 times for 45 seconds"

Standing parallel, place one foot on the ground behind you."
Keep heel down and back knee straight as you lean forward. "
Bend your front knee to feel a stretch on your back calf. ""

Exercise 59 
Soleus stretch.                                                                                           3 times for 45 seconds"

Standing parallel, place one foot on the ground behind you."
Keep heel down and back knee bent as you lean forward. "
Bend your front knee to feel a stretch on your back calf. "

Exercise 60 
Peroneal stretch.                                                                                       3 times for 20 seconds"

Sitting or standing parallel, sickle foot and reach toes to stretch the outside of ankle. "
Don’t hold stretch for more than recommended amount. "
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Stretch Program �23

Exercise 61 
Big toe stretch.                                                                                       3 times for 45 seconds"

Standing parallel, place big toe against a step. "
Plié while keeping the knee over second toe to feel a stretch under arch. "

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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Foot Workouts �24

***Warm-ups for workouts are underlined. Stretch Program should be performed after each workout.***!

Easy Workout "
Swiss ball pointing. p.14"
Pointing with resistance band: ankle then toes. p.1"
Pointing with resistance band: toes then ankle. p.1"
Winging in: ankle flexed. p.2"
Winging in: ankle pointed. p.2"
Winging out: ankle flexed. p.3"
Winging out: ankle pointed. p.3"
Pointing just toes with resistance band. p.1"
Soleus pumps. p.4"
Resistance band circles clockwise. p.3"
Resistance band circles counter clockwise. p.4"
Tendú first position. p.11"
Towel crunches. p.8"
Toe flexing. p.12"
Toe separation ABD. p.11"
Toe squeezes ADD. p.12"

Medium Workouts "
Work Out 1"

Pointing with resistance band: ankle then toes. p.1"
Winging in: ankle pointed. p.2"
Winging out: ankle pointed. p.3"
Soleus pumps. p.4"
Doming, just big toe. p.8"
Parallel relevés. p.9"
First position relevés. p.9""

Work Out 2"
Resistance band circles clockwise. p.3"
Resistance band circles counter clockwise. p.4"
Tendú first position. p.11"
Sitting doming. p.8"
Towel crunches. p.8"
Pointing without resistance band. p.13"
Eyes closed single leg relevé balance parallel. p.13"
Eyes closed single leg relevé balance turnout. p.13""

Work Out 3 ***"
Pointing with resistance band: ankle then toes. p.1"
Winging in: ankle pointed. p.2"
Winging out: ankle pointed. p.3"
Soleus pumps. p.4"
3 way kicks flat footed. p.5"
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Foot Workouts �25

Heel walking. p.12""
**(This last workout under medium is more about working opposite motion from pointing - which 
is important in injury prevention)"

Hard Workouts "
Work Out 1!

Pointing with resistance band: ankle then toes. p.1"
Winging in: ankle pointed. p.2"
Winging out: ankle pointed. p.3"
Soleus pumps. p.4"
Standing doming. p.9"
Relevés off a step. p.13"
Single leg relevé balance parallel. p.12"
Single leg relevé balance turnout. p.12"
Balance on unstable surface relevé. p.15""

Work Out 2!
Resistance band circles clockwise. p.3"
Resistance band circles counter clockwise. p.4"
Parallel relevés. p.9"
Heel walking. p.12"
Around the world relevés. p.6"
Relevés up 2, down 1 first position. p10"
3 way kicks on  relevé. p.5""

Work Out 3!
Pointing with resistance band: ankle then toes. p.1"
Winging in: ankle flexed. p.2"
Winging out: ankle flexed. p.3!
Sitting doming. p.8"
Relevé squeezing ball. p.15"
Relevé walking. p.12"
Relevés in the air with resistance band. p.6"
Toe isolation. p.16""

Work out 4!
Pointing with resistance band: toes then ankle. p.1"
Winging in: ankle pointed. p.2"
Winging out: ankle pointed. p.3"
Soleus pumps. p.4"
Heel walking. p.12 "
Single leg parallel relevés. p.10"
Single leg turned out relevés. p.10"
Balance on unstable surface relevé. p.15"
Relevés with resistance band around ankles. p.5
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